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Iraqis celebrate as Isis fighters flee Ramadi  AA. VV.  28 dicembre 

Turkey shot down our jet to please Washington, says 

Putin  

AA. VV.  18 dicembre 

Russians fire at Turkish fishing boat  Tom Parfitt  14 dicembre 

Turkey will shoot to kill as it builds wall on border with 

Isis  

Nicola Smith  13 dicembre 

Stem clandestine oil sales and hit Isis where it hurts: in its 

wallet  

Davis Davis  6 dicembre 

Erdogan’s son-in-law ‘linked to Isis oil trade’  A. Christie-Miller  5 dicembre 

Gollum or Erdogan: where’s the insult?  Hanna Lucinda  3 dicembre 

Ankara hands over body of downed Russian pilot  Hanna Lucinda 30 novembre 

Deal to do EU’s dirty work brings Turks free access to 

Continent  

Boris Pancevski  29 novembre 

Assad troops key to Élysée strategy  Charles Bremner  28 novembre 

Turkey Shoot  Leading article 28 novembre 

We can crush Isis without any help from Putin  Roger Boyes  18 novembre 

Putin agrees to back the fight against Isis  Sam Coates  17 novembre 

Kurds can go online in their own words Hanna Lucinda 9 novembre 

Turkey’s Choices  Leading article  3 novembre 

Whole world must respect my victory, warns Erdogan  Hannah Lucinda 3 novembre 

Turkey’s strongman confounds critics to secure election 

win 

Hannah Lucinda 2 novembre 

Erdogan’s iron-fist gamble fails as violence 

grips Turkeyon eve of poll  

Owen Matthews 
Yvo Fitzherbert 

1 novembre 

Turks vote on the fate of Erdogan  Hannah Lucinda 31 ottobre 

Turkey’s PM makes late appeal for Kurdish vote  Hannah Lucinda 30 ottobre 

Erdogan’s dirty war against his own people  Michael Burleigh 29 ottobre 

Gunmen attack Turkish opposition party HQ  Hannah Lucinda 28 ottobre 

Syrian Kurds alarm US with closer ties to Putin  AA. VV. 22 ottobre 

Merkel offers Turkey EU deal for migrant controls  

David Charter 
Hannah Lucinda 

19 ottobre 
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An eastward march pulls Turkey close to civil war Norman Stone 18 ottobre 

EU agrees deal with Turkey to stem flow of migrants Tony Bonnici 16 ottobre 

Quota plan crisis as refugees refuse to go to Luxembourg  B. Waterfield 16 ottobre 

Sick man of Europe could infect the West  Roger Boyes 14 ottobre 

Purge of police ‘left Turkey vulnerable to attack’  Hannah Lucinda 13 ottobre 

After Ankara  Leading article 12 ottobre 

Fury in Turkey as bombs blow apart hopes of peace  

Catherine Philp 
Hannah Lucinda 

12 ottobre 

The great survivor’s sliver of hope amid Turkey’sturmoil  Alev Scott 11 ottobre 

Nato soldiers poised to be deployed into Turkey AA. VV. 9 ottobre 

Trusting Turkey Leading article 6 ottobre 

EU panders to Turkey on migrants  Bojan Pancevski 4 ottobre 

Game-changing Russian reinforcements give Assad new 

hope 

AA. VV. 28 settembre 

Turkey sends soldiers into Iraq to strike back at Kurds  Hannah Lucinda 9 settembre 

Turkey offers cold welcome for Kurds  Tom Coghlan 4 settembre 

Police raid Erdogan’s media critics  Hannah Lucinda 2 settembre 

Turkish military turns on Erdogan over Kurd conflict  

Hannah Lucinda 
Tom Coghlan 

31 agosto 

Kurds in cabinet as Turks face new polls  A. Christie-Miller 26 agosto 

Turkey arms Assad rebels to keep border free of Islamists  

Mahmoud Basha 
Tom Coghlan 

18 agosto 

Turkey and US at odds over buffer zone plans  Tom Coghlan 13 agosto 

Kurds strike back at Erdogan with wave of terror in 

Istanbul 

Hannah Lucinda 
Tom Coghlan 

11 agosto 

Myopia in Ankara  Leading article 8 agosto 

Kurd suicide bomb pushes Turkey closer to civil war  Hannah Lucinda 3 agosto 

Iraq condemns Turkish raids on PKK  Hannah Lucinda 30 luglio 

Turkey defies Nato with new airstrikes on Kurds  

Deborah Haynes 
Tom Coghlan 

29 luglio 

Kurds cry foul over plan for Turkey buffer zone in Syria  

Michael Evans - Tom 
Coghlan – H. Lucinda 28 luglio 

Cameron vows to strike Isis in Libya if Britain under threat  Michael Savage 27 luglio 

Turkey faces enemy within as Kurds vow to renew war  Hanna Lucinda 14 luglio 

Kurds in rage at Turkish airstrikes   26 luglio 
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The West is grinding into action on Syria; the wait has 

cost a lot of blood  

James Rubin 26 luglio 

Turkey joins war against Isis with strikes in Syria  Hanna Lucinda 25 luglio 

Turkish jets strike at Islamic State targets in Syria  Hanna Lucinda 24 luglio 

‘Isis’ bomb kills 28 as conflict spills across Turkeyborder  Hanna Lucinda 20 luglio 

Kurdish oil flows and cash is not far behind  Martin Walker 14 luglio 

Gay pride revellers teargassed by Turkish police  A. Christie-Miller 29 giugno 

Kurds advance on Raqqa after taking key military base  Catherine Philp 24 giugno 

Turkey rattled as Kurdish rout of Isis strengthens enclave 

dream  

Mahmut Sansarkan 21 giugno 

Suleyman Demirel   18 giugno 

Beaten jihadists shave beards and go to Turkey Hannah Lucinda 17 giugno 

Grand coalition looks to humiliate Erdogan  A. Christie-Miller 10 giugno 

A Win for Democracy  Leading article 9 giugno 

Turkey faces political turmoil after Erdogan’s shock defeat  Hannah Lucinda 9 giugno 

Kurds break through as Turkish voters thwart Erdogan  A. Christie-Miller 8 giugno 

Sultan Goldfinger eyes total power as Turks go to polls  Matthew Campbell 6 giugno 

Turks rally to stop Erdogan’s power grab  A. Christie-Miller 6 giugno 

Emperor Erdogan needs cutting down to size  Roger Boyes 6 giugno 

Jihadists take town on Turkish border  Catherine Philp 2 giugno 

Erdogan evokes history as he tries to copy Putin  A. Christie-Miller 1 giugno 

Singing lawyer holds key to Turkish poll  Gareth Jenkins 31 maggio 

Erdogan lures Muslim vote with a Mercedes  A. Christie-Miller 28 maggio 

Kurdish liberals set to be kingmaker in Turkey’s tight poll A. Christie-Miller 26 maggio 

Turkish singer is shot after threats over TV talent show  A. Christie-Miller 20 maggio 

Saudis ‘to get nuclear weapons’  

Christina Lamb 
Toby Harnden 

17 maggio 

Saudis fund Sunni army to curb Iran and topple Assad  

Hugh Tomlinson … 
et al. 

13 maggio 

Kenan Evren   11 maggio 

‘Stupid blonde’ tweet ignites row with US  Matt Spence  2 maggio 

Syria needs saving again — but Iran has other priorities  Catherine Philp  2 maggio 

Stop the people traffickers of the Med, EU chiefs order  

Bruno Waterfield 
Lucy Fisher 

21 aprile 
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Turkish church may become mosque in row with Vatican  Tom Coghlan  17 aprile 

Pope sparks furious row with Turks over Armenian 

genocide  

Tom Kington 13 aprile 

Pope tells Armenian leader that massacre 100 years ago 

was ‘genocide’  

Tom Kington 12 aprile 

Hardline Marxist insurgents to rock Turkish elections  Hannah Lucinda 7 aprile 

Turkish football suspended after ‘cowardly’ gun attack on 

Fenerbahce team bus  

 6 aprile 

Armed woman shot in attack on Turkish police HQ  Hannah Lucinda 2 aprile 

Turkish troops end terror siege in courthouse  Hannah Lucinda 1 aprile 

Antiquities looted by Islamic State turn up on eBay  Hugh Tomlinson 14 marzo 

America fears Putin will send warships to Cyprus  David Charter 6 marzo 

Coalition at war over hate preachers  

Kerbaj, Shipman, 
Gadher 

28 febbraio 

Kurdish Revenge Leading article 27 febbraio 

Turkey must decide if it’s our friend or foe  Roger Boyes 25 febbraio 

Source of Ottoman pride  A. Christie-Miller 23 febbraio 

Turkish tomb raiders cross into Syria to save shrine from 

jihadists  

A. Christie-Miller 
Hannah Lucinda 

23 febbraio 

‘Isis has gone. So has my city’  

Hala Jaber 
Mathias Depardon 

1 febbraio 

Day 2: What the business leaders said   22 gennaio 

Fans cry foul as Erdogan plays politics with football  A. Christie-Miller 17 gennaio 

Orhan Pamuk: In Turkey, we watch and wait  Orhan Pamuk 12 gennaio 

      

    2014 

Boy, 16, is arrested for calling Turkish president a thief Charles Bremner 27 dicembre 

Erdogan seeks to extradite enemy from US A. Christie-Miller 20 dicembre 

Kurds threaten an uprising if Turkey scraps peace talks Anthony Loyd 20 dicembre 

Editor held as Turkey tries to root out dissent Bel Trew 15 dicembre 

PM seeks Turkish help on Isis Laura Pitel 9 dicembre 

US welcomes Iran as ally in air battle against Isis 
H. Tomlinson 
T. Coghlan 

4 dicembre 

Putin declares gas war on Europe with Turkey pipeline 
deal 

Ben Hoyle 2 dicembre 

A dinosaur president does Islam a huge favour Melanie Reid 1 dicembre 
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Pope and patriarch unite to condemn Isis A. Christie-Miller 1 dicembre 

Pope pleads for tolerance after Erdogan’s rant A. Christie-Miller 29 novembre 

Stop romanticising the Kurdish underdogs Roger Boyes 26 novembre 

Erdogan writes Columbus out of the history books A. Christie-Miller 19 novembre 

Another 250 rooms for Erdogan’s grand palace Ak Saray A. Christie-Miller 15 novembre 

Radical Turkish group attack US sailors in street 
Catherine Philp 

Devika Bhat 
25 novembre 

Hayward poised for landmark gas deal with Turkey Danny Fortson 9 novembre 

Anger at Turks for freeing Isis hitman AA. VV. 25 ottobre 

Kurds make peace with each other to forge new state 
A. Christie-Miller 

Tom Coghlan 
22 ottobre 

Council of War Leading article 15 ottobre 

Erdogan risks new insurgency after bombing Turkish 
Kurds 

A. Christie-Miller 15 ottobre 

Turkey stuns US by denying coalition jets use of key base A. Christie-Miller 14 ottobre 

Turkish boots can kick away America’s mess in Syria James Rubin 12 ottobre 

Turkey supports Isis. How can we flee there?’ Nicola Smith 12 ottobre 

Mob rampages in Turkey raise spectre of civil war on the 
streets 

A. Christie-Miller 11 ottobre 

Turkey’s demand to topple Assad widens rift in Nato AA. VV. 10 ottobre 

Trouble for Ankara on both sides of the border Catherine Philp 9 ottobre 

Why Erdogan is refusing to send his forces into Kobani Catherine Philp 8 ottobre 

Turkey has failed us, say Kurds trapped in Kobani Hannah Lucinda 6 ottobre 

It will take more than missiles to beat Isis (Sunday Times) 28 settembre 

Turkey demands action to oust Assad in exchange for 
joining coalition campaign 

A. Christie-Miller 27 settembre 

Turkey ‘frees jihadists in hostage swap’ Catherine Philp 23 settembre 

Turkey is the true target here Roger Boyes 15 settembre 

Muslim states bolster Obama’s coalition in war against 
Islamists 

David Taylor  
H. Tomlinson 

12 settembre 

Red Sea Summit Leading article 10 settembre 

Turkey urged to give details of jihadists bound for Syria Deborah Haynes 5 settembre 

Berlin forced to admit that it spied on Turkey for five years David Charter 19 agosto 

Erdogan’s rival threatens a showdown A. Christie-Miller 12 agosto 

Poll win gives Erdogan unprecedented power A. Christie-Miller 11 agosto 
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Age of Erdogan Opinion 11 agosto 

Oil and water, not religion, are fuelling Isis campaign to 

wipe out minorities 
Diana Darke 10 agosto 

‘Miracle worker’ Erdogan poised for presidency 
Matthew Campbell 
and Gareth Jenkins 

10 agosto 

Economy helps Erdogan tighten grip A. Christie-Miller 9 agosto 

Turks now live in an empire of fear, says Erdogan rival A. Christie-Miller 8 agosto 

The Turk said ‘don’t smirk’. It didn’t work. So he tried 

‘don’t twerk’ 
Tanya Gold 3 agosto 

Minister becomes a national joke as he says men must not 

laugh either 

Alexander 
 Christie-Miller 

1 agosto 

Turks fear skewed race will anoint Erdogan A. Christie-Miller 31 luglio 

It’s no joke. He wants to stop women laughing David Aaronovitch 31 luglio 

It’s not a joke: Turkish leader tells women to stop 

laughing 
A. Christie-Miller 30 luglio 

Erdogan holds 67 anti-sleaze police chiefs Hugh Tomlinson 22 luglio 

Turkish PM Erdogan: Israel more barbaric than Hitler  19 luglio 

Erdogan aims for Turkey presidency in bid to hold power Hoah Blaser 1 luglio 

Turkey’s PM wields riot police to quel2014l anniversary 
protest  

Gareth Jenkins 1 giugno 

Toxic gas ignored at Turkish death mine  A. Christie-Miller 20 maggio 

Raging Erdogan lashes out in disaster town  Noah Blazer 18 maggio 

Turkey mine bosses arrested after disaster  A. Christie-Miller 18 maggio 

Turkey mine disaster- ‘I cut off all hope when the poison 
entered my throat’  

A. Christie-Miller 17 maggio 

Turkish mine company rejects negligence accusations  Sonia Elks 16 maggio 

Turkish PM’s aide beats up grieving protester at disaster 
mine  

A. Christie-Miller 16 maggio 

Picture of Turkish PM’s aide Yusuf Yerkel kicking 
protester fuels anger over disaster  

A. Christie-Miller 
Jenny Booth 

15 maggio 

Fury as ‘murderer’ Erdogan appears  A. Christie-Miller 15 maggio 

Boy, 15, believed to be among the trapped at Soma  A. Christie-Miller 15 maggio 

€90m fine for Cyprus attack  A. Christie-Miller 13 maggio 

Assad infiltrates jihadist ranks to divide and rule  

Deborah Haynes 
Laura Pitel 

24 aprile 

Missing votes and mystery power cut cast doubt on 
Turkey poll  

A. Christie-Miller 2 aprile 
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Opposition fears new crackdown on dissent after Erdogan 
poll triumph  

A. Christie-Miller 31 marzo 

Crisis-hit Erdogan claims poll victory  A. Christie-Miller 31 marzo 

Turkish PM shrugs off scandals to head for win  Gareth Jenkins 30 marzo 

Erdogan blocks YouTube over leaked war plan  A. Christie-Miller 28 marzo 

Cameron attacked over Turkish links  

A. Christie-Miller 
Laura Pitel 

27 marzo 

Turkish court suspends Twitter ban, but will Erdogan 
comply?  

A. Christie-Miller 26 marzo 

Delusions of power and a lesson for Erdogan  D. Aaronovitch 24 marzo 

Erdogan lied to the nation to save himself, says rival  A. Christie-Miller 24 marzo 

Tweeters give Turkey PM Recep Tayyip Erdogan the bird  Gareth Jenkins 23 marzo 

Turkish leader faces worldwide backlash after ban on 
Twitter 

A. Christie-Miller 22 marzo 

Turkish Tantrum  Leading article 22 marzo 

Funeral of teenage boy prompts protests in Turkish cities  A. Christie-Miller 13 marzo 

Erdogan accuses rival of ‘bedroom blackmail’ plot  A. Christie-Miller 12 marzo 

Bribes scandal dogs Erdogan on hustings  A. Christie-Miller 10 marzo 

Erdogan may ban Facebook and YouTube over sleaze 
leaks  

A. Christie-Miller 8 marzo 

Turkish Awakening by Alev Scott  Iain Finlayson 1 marzo 

This drama in the emerging markets is not yet a crisis  Oliver Kamm 1 marzo 

Erdogan embroiled in Iran pipeline bribery scandal  James Bone 28 febbraio 

Erdogan insists leaked tapes are fake and part of 
‘treacherous attack’  

James Bone 25 febbraio 

Calls for Erdogan to resign over leaked tapes  A. Christie-Miller 25 febbraio 

EU expected to freeze Turkey’s application over Erdogan 
autocratic style  

Alexander Christie-
Miller 

24 febbraio 

Tesco thinks about a retreat from troubled Turkey  Alex Ralph 21 febbraio 

Erdogan aims to keep power in Turkey  A. Christie-Miller 21 febbraio 

Turkey PM forced media boss to drop headline  A. Christie-Miller 13 febbraio 

Erdogan clamps down on internet before polls  A. Christie-Miller 7 febbraio 

Turkey sends tanks into Syria to fight al-Qaeda  A. Christie-Miller 30 gennaio 

Turkey lifts rates to rescue lira  Robert Miller 29 gennaio 

EU rebukes Turkish PM Erdogan over judicial crackdown  Charles Bremner 22 gennaio 

EU summons Turkish Prime Minister Erdogan for a telling-
off 

Charles Bremner 21 gennaio 
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Turkish police accuse aid group behind Gaza flotilla of 
links with al-Qaeda  

A. Christie-Miller 14 gennaio 

Law reforms spark brawl in Turkish parliament  A. Christie-Miller 13 gennaio 

Erdogan moves hundreds of police off sleaze inquiry  James Bones 8 gennaio 

The Putinification of Turkey  Leading article 8 gennaio 

Erdogan pressed to reopen Turkey military trials  Piotr Zalewsky 3 gennaio 

      

    2013 

Treasonous networks are trying to unseat me, warns 
Turkish PM  

Piotr Zalewsky 30 dicembre 

Erdogan reaches for the cudgel  Gareth Jenkins 29 dicembre 

Call for Erdogan to quit as he is engulfed in corruption 
scandal  

Alexander Christie-
Miller 

27 dicembre 

Cameron’s given up on Turkey because his goose is 
cooked  

John McTernan 23 dicembre 

Accuse me and I’ll break your hands, Erdogan tells foes  A. Christie-Miller 23 dicembre 

Turkey’s leader roasts America for turning up gas on 
corruption inquiry  

Alexander Christie-
Miller 

22 dicembre 

Erdogan’s cronies ‘took bribes to help Iran beat 
sanctions’  

A. Christie-Miller 21 dicembre 

Police chiefs sacked as Turkish PM Recep Tayyip 
Erdogan strikes back  

Alexander Christie-
Miller 

19 dicembre 

Mass arrests drag Turkish PM into corruption scandal  A. Christie-Miller 18 dicembre 

Ukraine, like Turkey, won’t ever join the EU  Roger Boyes 27 novembre 

Women at the forefront of Turkish uprising  Suna Erdem 26 novembre 

Turkish students in fear as police clamp down on mixed-
sex flats  

A. Christie-Miller 22 novembre 

Turkey’s Mixed Blessing  Leading article 22 novembre 

Turkey debates turning museum into mosque  A. Christie-Miller 17 novembre 

Tunnel brings Iron Silk Road into view  A. Christie-Miller 28 ottobre 

Europe, meet Asia  Jeremy Seal 20 ottobre 

Israel’s Iranian agents betrayed by Turkey 

C. Philp 
M. Evans 

18 ottobre 

Turkey builds wall to keep out jihadis and refugees  Roger Boyes 11 ottobre 

Furious US tries to stop Nato ally buying Chinese defence 
missiles  

Michael Sheridan 6 ottobre 

Tesco’s Turkey ultimatum  Oliver Shah 6 ottobre 

Erdogan in frame to run for president  A. Christie-Miller 5 ottobre 
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Turkey’s headscarf ban lifted in assault on the secular 
state  

A. Christie-Miller 1 ottobre 

Activists at risk of revenge if Istanbul loses the Olympics  A. Christie-Miller 7 settembre 

Hubris blocks path to Turkish delight  Sam Fleming 24 agosto 

Syrian refugees flood into Kurdish Iraq  Sadie Gray 19 agosto 

Turkey tells its citizens to leave Lebanon after pilots are 
kidnapped  

Nicolas Blanford 10 agosto 

The spectre of dictatorship hangs over Turkey  Rosemary Righter 7 agosto 

Erdogan accused of McCarthy-style witchhunt A. Christie-Miller 1 agosto 

Police in Turkish protest deaths freed amid round-up of 
activists  

A. Christie-Miller 20 luglio 

From Tehran to Turkey and Texas, the battle for tolerance 
is upon us  

Andrew Sullivan 14 luglio 

Turkey puts on pressure to control Twitter  A. Christie-Miller 28 giugno 

To win a protest, you must know when to stop  D. Aaranovich 24 giugno 

Turks upset at German intervention over anti-government 
protests  

A. Christie-Miller 22 giugno 

End the protests. We have been too soft, says Erdogan  A. Christie-Miller 13 giugno 

Erdogan and Democracy  Leading Article 13 giugno 

‘No more tolerance’- Erdogan sends police to clear 
protests  

A. Christie-Miller 
Jenny Booth 

11 giugno 

Erdogan ‘dragging Turkey into the fire over elections’  A. Christie-Miller 29 giugno 

Erdogan is confronting a new Sixties spirit  Jack Straw 10 giugno 

Turkey’s tech-savvy protesters turn to Twitter  A. Christie-Miller 10 giugno 

Erdogan accuses EU critics of hypocrisy  A. Christie-Miller 8 giugno 

Warring football fans unite in face of Turkey protests  A. Christie-Miller 8 giugno 

US concern at violence rejected by Turkey  A. Christie-Miller 6 giugno 

Erdogan’s yes men should start saying, No, Prime 
Minister  

Suna Erdem 4 giugno 

Stay calm. Turkey’s not in meltdown  Roger Boyes 4 giugno 

‘Reformer’ in a land that jails reporters  A. Christie-Miller 3 giugno 

Skilful PM who critics fear will dump democracy in Turkey  G. Jenkins 2 giugno 

Creeping Islamism  Leading article 28 maggio 

Turkish parliament rushes through strongest anti-alcohol 
laws 

A. Christie-Miller 25 maggio 

Turkey talks for LSE  Iain Dey 19 maggio 

Tensions mount between Turkey and Syria after bombings  N. Blandford 13 maggio 
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Turkey warns Assad after bombs kill refugees  Uzi Mahnaimi 12 maggio 

Assad massacres are an ethnic cleansing strategy, says 
Turkey 

A. Christie-Miller 10 maggio 

Rebellion unveiled- Kurdish women join war on Assad  

Anthony Lloyd Jack 
Hill 

29 aprile 

Assad’s Victims Need Arming  Leading Article 24 aprile 

John Kerry urges dialogue between Turkey and Israel  A. Christie-Miller 8 aprile 

Ankara is ‘exploiting’ the economic crisis in Cyprus  David Charter 2 aprile 

UN attacks Turkey for ‘returning refugees to Syria’ after 
camp riot  

Alexandre Christie-
Miller 

30 marzo 

Talking Turkey Leading Article 26 marzo  

Erdogan is accused of crushing his critics in the press  Suna Erdem 26 marzo 

Obama talks Israel into apology for flotilla deaths  AA. VV. 23 marzo  

Öcalan could broker Kurdish prosperity in the Middle East  Anthony Loyd 22 marzo 

Kurdish rebel leader Abdullah Öcalan embraces peace 
process in Turkey  

Alexander Christie-
Miller 22 marzo  

Jailed Kurdish leader Abdullah Öcalan to call for Turkey 
ceasefire  

A. Christie-Miller 19 marzo 

Refugees fleeing Syria top one million  Martin Fletcher 6 marzo  

US condemns Turkish PM Recep Tayyip Erdogan for 
‘offensive’ Zionism gibe  

Alexander Christie-
Miller 

2 marzo 

We don’t need to join EU now, say the affluent Turks  A. Christie-Miller 28 febbraio 

The Turkish magnates behind Beko  Robin Henry 24 febbraio 

Nato deploys Patriot interceptors ready for Assad 
chemical bomb  

A. Christie-Miller 1 febbraio 

Russian tycoon’s bid to control Turkish mobile operator is 
halted  

James Dean 31 gennaio 

War on two fronts is feared as rebels attack Kurd town  Martin Fletcher 23 gennaio 

Kurdish peace plan women murdered in Paris as hopes 
rise of deal with Turkey  

Adam Sage 11 gennaio 

The Kurds’ Cause  Leading article 11 gennaio 

Genel opts to bypass Baghdad and export to Turkey  Jiuliet Samuel 10 gennaio 

Turkey lifts ban on thousands of restricted books  Lucinda Beaman 6 gennaio 

      

    2012 

Protesters storm trial of Turkish ultra-nationalist terror 
group  

A. Christie-Miller 14 dicembre 

Obama officially recognises Syrian opposition  Martin Fletcher 12 dicembre 
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Russia warns Nato of border crisis after Patriot missiles 
go into Turkey  

A. Christie-Miller 
C. Bremmer 

8 dicembre 

Steamy Turkish soap opera about sultan and his harem 
makes MPs’ blood boil  

A. Christie-Miller 7 dicembre 

Nato confirms Patriot anti-missile systems to be placed in 
Turkey 

Deborah Haynes 4 dicembre 

Gaza violence intensifies as envoys struggle to create 
lasting ceasefire  

Alexandra Frean 
Sheera Frenkel 

21 novembre 

Kurdish prisoners end 68-day hunger strike for jailed 
leader  

Emily Payne 18 novembre 

Israel destroys Syrian tank as more refugees flee to 
Turkey 

Deborah Haynes 13 novembre 

Turkey may bring back death penalty    13 novembre 

Car bomb kills child and injures 18 in Turkey    4 novembre 

Turkey accused on press freedom  A. Christie-Miller 26 ottobre 

Turkish pianist Fazil Say in court over tweet that ‘insulted 
Islam’  

A. Christie-Miller 19 ottobre 

Syria is pushing the region into the abyss . . .  Amir Taheri 18 ottobre 

Turkey bans Syrian planes from its air space  Emily Payne 14 ottobre 

Syria provokes Turkey with flight ban  A. Christie-Miller 14 ottobre 

Putin scraps visit but Turkey stands firm over ‘arms’ flight  James Hayder 12 ottobre 

Turkey would do well to remember its history  Fariha Karim 8 ottobre 

Panetta warns of regional conflict as Turkey and Syria 
exchange fire  

Lucinda Beaman 7 ottobre 

The long road to membership  C. Bremmer 2 ottobre 

Turkish prison officers jailed over death of activist as 
rights fears grow  

AlexanderChristie-
Miller 

2 ottobre 

Damascus accused of stoking violent unrest among 
Turkish Kurds  

A. Christie-Miller 4 settembre 

Exodus floods Turkish camps as car bomb kills 12 at 
funeral  

A. Christie-Miller 29 agosto 

Syria: the stakes keep rising in game of revolt and politics    18 agosto 

Rebel officers ‘trawl refugee camps for recruits to train at 
Turkish barracks’  

A. Christie-Miller 
Tom Coghlan 

31 luglio 

After Annan  Leading article 4 agosto 

Turkey’s Turn  Leading article 3 agosto 

Turkey warns of military action against Syrian Kurds  A. Christie-Miller 27 luglio 

Erdogan needs to balance credibility with self-
preservation  

M. Binyon 25 luglio 

Senior Syrian general ‘defects to Turkey'  

D. Brown 
D. Haynes 

6 luglio 
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Border tensions grow after rocket attack by militants  M. Fletcher 3 luglio 

Turkey must be even more muscular with Syria  M. Akyol 3 luglio 

Turkey moves troops and guns to Syrian border  

A. Christie-Miller 
Tony Halpin 

29 giugno 

Syrian rebels will welcome the rousing of Turkey  F. Chamseddine 29 giugno 

Turkey to retaliate after Syria downs jet  

G. Jenkins 
H. Jaber 

24 giugno 

Caesareans are plot to stop our nation’s growth, claims 
Erdogan  

A. Christie-Miller 29 maggio 

Turkish journalists freed in Syria  Emily Payne 13 maggio 

Syria rebels demand action from allies who have broken 
their promises of aid  

D. Haynes 
Laura Pitel 

4 maggio 

Annan is right for Syria. But he needs time  David Owen 26 aprile 

Don’t push us, Turkey warns Syria  M. Fletcher 12 aprile 

Fury as Syria fighting spills into Turkey and Lebanon  

A. Christie-Miller 
James Hider 9 aprile 

Even if Syria’s regime stays, Assad must go  Amir Taheri 9 aprile 

Turkey is the moderate model  James Hider 6 aprile 

Tinker, tailor, rebel fighter- united in hate against Assad  A. Loyd 30 marzo 

Liberal fears as Islamists renege on vow to keep out of 
presidential race  

Johanna Morris 29 marzo 

‘Conspiracy’ general storms out of Turkish court  A. Christie-Miller 28 marzo 

US and Turkey agree to send essential aid  N. Blanford 26 marzo 

Leaked US security e-mail claims Turkish Prime Minister 
is terminally ill  

A. Christie-Miller 7 marzo 

Armenia genocide law cast out by top French court  C. Bremner 28 febbraio 

No solution without Arab participation  Hugh Tomlinson 24 febbraio 

Turkey threatens to punish Paris if it passes genocide law  A. Christie-Miller 25 gennaio 

France and Turkey crisis over genocide denial  Adam Sage 24 gennaio 

Turkish memorial escalates row with France  A. Christie-Miller 11 gennaio 

      

    2011 

Saab eyed by Turkish Government  Graham Hutson 30 dicembre 

Fury after killing of 35 young people in botched Turkish 
air strike  

Christie-Miller 30 dicembre 

Westerners, put your faith in the ‘Islamic Calvinists’  Mustafa Akyol 28 dicembre 

Turkey threatens to start blood feud in clash over Armenia 
genocide law  

Adam Sage 20 dicembre 
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Confident Turks go cold on ailing European Union  M. Campbell 11 dicembre 

Noose tightens on Assad as Turkey closes border to trade 
worth £1.6bn  

A. Christie-Miller 1 dicembre 

Turkey imposes sanctions on beleaguered Assad regime  A. Christie-Miller 30 novembre 

Turkey likens Assad fight to Nazi Germany  R. Watson 23 novembre 

Ankara demands to know how ‘blind' Germany failed to 
spot neo-Nazi killers  

David Charter 16 novembre 

Turkey’s growing regional confidence risks conflict with 
Israel  

James Hider 2 novembre 

Turks send troops into Iraq after Kurdish rebels kill 24 
soldiers  

A. Christie-Miller 20 ottobre 

Settlers accused of mosque attack in revenge for deaths  James Hider 4 ottobre 

Turkey looks towards an axis of power with neighbours in 
the East  

James Bone 20 settembre 

Erdogan rides wave of popular support to boost Turkish 
influence  

Christie-Miller, 
James Hider, Nate 

Wright 
13 settembre 

Israeli enmity takes centre stage for Ergodan  Christie-Miller 13 settembre 

Air travellers harassed as Turkey-Israel ties sour  Jane Macartney 5 settembre 

Israel isolation grows as ambassador thrown out over 
blockade ship raid  

James Hider 3 settembre 

Syrian leader is close to losing his grip on power, says 
Turkey 

James Bone 26 agosto 

A system so poisoned that facts carry little currency  A. Christie-Miller 12 agosto 

Mass trial of generals accused of coup plot is based on 
‘doctored evidence’  

A. Christie-Miller 12 agosto 

Ankara at the Crossroads  

Leading article 11 agosto 

Hague launches fresh attack on Syrian violence as 
tension grows with Turkey  

A. Christie-Miller 

N. Blanford 9 agosto 

The grown-up way of making wrong decisions  Melanie McDonagh 7 agosto 

Attitudes to Assad put Turkey and Iran on course for 
collision  

A. Christie-Miller 6 agosto 

Turkey risks being drawn into regional war to ‘save’ 
Syria’s Sunnis  

James Bone 3 agosto 

Is pavement café ban a step on the road to Islamism?  Alev Scott 2 agosto 

Turkish PM bids to restore calm to military  Simon Alford 31 luglio 

Shock as Turkey's military leadership resigns  Anne Barrowclough 30 luglio 

We won’t ban bikinis and beer, says Islamist politician  James Bone 15 luglio 

Business As Usual  

Leading article 21 giugno 

The Road from Damascus  

Leading article 16 giugno 
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Europe must embrace this confident Turkey  Jack Straw 14 giugno 

Fears for freedom of press as Turkey’s governing party is 
returned to power 

A. Christie-Miller 13 giugno 

Reforms will keep him out of dustbin of history  Suna Erdem 13 giugno 

Pariah State  

Leading article 13 giugno 

Ruling party heading for third Turkish election victory  S. Alford 12 giugno 

Turkey ‘needs EU less and less'    11 giugno 

Fears grow for democracy after arrests on the eve of 
Turkish elections  

James Bone 11 giugno 

Syrian troops kill protestors as Turkish premier condemns 
Assad’s ‘savagery’  

Sadie Grey 10 giugno 

2,500 Syrians flee across Turkey border in fear of army 
crackdown 

James Bone 10 giugno 

When Gaddafi is Gone  

Leading article 10 giugno 

Shadow over Europe’s brightest hope in IMF succession 
struggle  

Sam Fleming 20 maggio 

Northern Cyprus- an island time warp  Mick Hume 14 maggio 

Istanbul canal to be ‘century’s great project’  D. Lanyon 28 aprile 

This Arab Spring won’t breed any more Turkeys  N. Stone 5 aprile 

Gaddafi envoy offers peace talks in Turkey  M. Binyon 4 aprile 

Islam and Democracy  Leading 2 aprile 

Turkey is a crucial ally. To snub it is sheer folly  Jack Straw 25 marzo 

Turkey clears way for Nato to control Libyan no-fly 
mission  

D. Charter 
R. Watson 

13 marzo 

Turkey: A Short History by Norman Stone  N. Stone 23 marzo 

Professor Necmettin Erbakan    4 marzo 

Diageo strengthens foothold in Turkey  Katherine Griffiths 22 febbraio 

Arrest of anti-government journalists in Turkey sparks 
row with US 

Alexander Christie-Miller 19 febbraio 

Storm over the Nile  M. Campbell 6 febbraio 

Drink tax is a sobering affair for Turkey  

Alexander Christie-Miller 29 gennaio 

Inquiry clears Israeli navy over Gaza flotilla storming  Amar Singh 23 gennaio 

Syria, Turkey and Qatar in Lebanon crisis talks  Simon Alford 16 gennaio 

Search for illegal migrants after ship sinks  Simon Alford 16 gennaio 
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Leaders face trial over ‘Operation Sledgehammer' plot  

Alexandre Christie-
Miller 

17 dicembre 

Turkey denies anti-Semitic stance in wake of leaked 
documents  

James Bone 30 novembre 

US envoys worried about ‘neo-Ottoman' ambitions of 
Turkish Government  

James Bone 28 novembre 

Peace breaks out as Nato asks Russia to join missile 
shield  

M. Franchetti 
M.Smith 

21 novembre 

Nato plans shield to protect 900 million people from 
nuclear attack  

D.Haynes Sam 
Coates 

19 novembre 

Leaders of divided Cyprus seek harmony again at UN 
talks  

Jim McLean 18 novembre 

Turkey and the EU    12 novembre 

Turkey, the EU and the Cyprus issue    11 novembre 

No ifs or buts, Turkey must be part of the EU  Jack Straw 8 novembre 

Angela Merkel- multiculturalism has failed  Anne Barrowclough 17 ottobre 

Revealed: 15 nuclear reactors threatening Middle East 
arms race  

Hugh Tomlinson 8 ottobre 

The Test For Turkey    14 settembre 

Turkey's military loses battle as voters back constitutional 
reform  

Suna Erdem 13 settembre 

Turkish government wins vote on democratic reform  Robin Henry 12 settembre 

Suspicion and fear cloud the vote to change constitution 
in Turkey 

  11 settembre 

Think Tank- No, Barack, the culture war will never end  Ayaan Hirsi Ali 29 agosto 

Israel threatens to boycott UN investigation into flotilla 
deaths  

  10 agosto 

Flotilla raid ‘in accordance with law’, Netanyahu tells 
Israeli inquiry 

  10 agosto 

Frenemy or enemy, Turkey must be in Europe  Antonia Senior 29 luglio 

Cameron calls Gaza a ‘prison camp’ on trip to Turkey  Francis Elliott 28 luglio 

Britain coming to Turkey’s defence may be a double-
edged sword  

Suna Erdem 27 luglio 

Turkey vows to settle scores over past coups  

Alexander Christie-
Miller 

21 luglio 

Military chiefs indicted over Turkey ‘coup plot’  

Alexander Christie-
Miller 

20 luglio 

Astute political move to woo a rising giant  Suna Erdem 10 luglio 
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President Gül- ‘Turkey is part of Europe’  
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Interview with President Abdullah Gül: ‘Turkey is part of 
the West’  

Martin Fletcher 2 luglio 

Israeli foreign minister angered by secret talks with 
Turkey 

  1 luglio 

Right-wing fury in Israel after secret talks with Turkey    1 luglio 

Israel’s internal inquiry into Gaza ship attack rejected by 
Turkey 

  14 giugno 

Israel eases Gaza blockade and sets up internal inquiry 
into flotilla killings  

D.Charter 
James Hider 

14 giugno 

Sex v honour- TV soaps struggle for Turkey’s soul  Gareth Jenkins 13 giugno 

Operation Calamity  

U.Mahnaimi G. 
Jenkins 
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Get back to the basics of peace    6 giugno 

Turkey’s new role as hero of the Arab world  B. Maddox 4 giugno 

Gaza’s waves will crash on Turkey’s shore  David Aaronovitch 3 giugno 

Turkey will ‘never forgive’ Israel for Gaza raid  

Raf Sanchez  
Christie-Miller 
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James Hider 
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Islamic charity IHH under pressure over ‘terror links’  Christie-Miller  1 giugno 

Turkey demands Israel be ‘punished’ over Gaza fleet raid    1 giugno 
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M. Evans 
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Ankara turns away as EU ambitions fade  Charles Bremner 13 maggio 

Turkish opposition leader Deniz Baykal, 71, resigns over 
sex tape  

Alexander Christie-
Miller 
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Unity talks under threat as hardliner elected President on 
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Michael Theodoulou 18 aprile 

Recep Tayyip Erdogan threatens to expel 100,000 illegal 
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Turkey can take a step forward by confronting its past    10 marzo 

Bad things happen when empires fall apart  Norman Stone 8 marzo 

Turkey recalls Ambassador after US vote on Armenia 
'genocide'  

Giles Whittell 5 marzo 

Pragmatism, politics and the festering wound of Armenian 
'genocide'  

Tony Halpin 5 marzo 

More arrests over alleged 'Sledgehammer' plot to 
overthrow Erdogan  
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High Noon in Turkey    1 marzo 

Turkish police arrest 50 in move against anti-Islamist coup  Suna Erdem 23 febbraio 

Sledgehammer arrests show that to oust governments 
with guns is a crime  
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Culture capital Istanbul wakes up  Nick Redman 7 febbraio 
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The Museum of Innocence by Orham Pamuk  Peter Kemp 3 gennaio 
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